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Discussion: Quality control during jet grouting
J. R. Madinaveitia
Ingenieria para el Metro de Bilbao, SA ‘IMEBISA’, Spain

As I have been asked by the reporter to explain my
experience with j et grouting quality control, I would
like to share some ofmy thoughts on the subject.

Over the past five years, we have built eight

kilometres of tunnels for the Bilbao Metro system.

To do so we have used different jet-grouting

techniques, as each case required, with excellent
results.

To begin with, the tunnels of the Bilbao Metro
were excavated in massive rock using NATM, but
near the river, and particularly under the river bed,
jet- grouting techniques were especially useful.
In these areas, the tunnel had to be excavated in

diaphragm walls, at a certain depth in the ground,
prior to excavation. This ensures that movements
between walls will be kept to a minimum.
* Achieving total water proofing ofthe floor ofthe
future excavation to reduce the flow of water into

the construction site and avoid siphoning on
draining the excavation. It also helps to reduce the
impact on the water table outside the diaphragm
walls.

* Consolidating loose ground, discontinuous rock
and even sand to achieve the minimum quality
neededto use NATM as an excavation method.
At this point, one general observation should be

soft ground such as gravel, sand and even mud,

made. Quality control is a process that must be taken

The elements to be taken into consideration for

preliminary design phase, and maintained thereafter
during each subsequent phase ofthe proj ect.

construction. '

making jet- grouting essential to ensure safe, effective

quality control purposes are shown in figure 1.

into account from the very beginning, during the
In this regard, the most important factor is pre

treatment trial. It is advisable to make as may tests as
possible, naturally performing them at the j ob site.

These tests are used to ascertain the response of

JET GROUTING
TYPICAL ELEMENTS FOR QUALITY
CONTROL

the ground to the treatment and, depending on results,
to define the main parameters. These parameters are:

Water pressure, dosage density and build-up rate.
The purpose of the tests is to verify the degree of

success attained so as to stake out the distance

Pfedfefjtmenf Trial section(s)

b etween treatment points.

DUVIUQ Tfeatment Grouted depth and length

the main objective, i. e. what we are trying to achieve.

‘ Location and angle of holes
Grout mixing

Affe"Tf@atm@"'f Samples, Cone tests, Pumping
test,Laboratory testing

Effects On 'fhifd Paflles Inspection utilities, basements
settlements and heave monitoring
Subsurfac.e movements and

preasures

Fig. 1

Equally important, of course, is to keep in mind

There are two possibilities: `

* structural function, perhaps for only a short time.
* waterproofing function, in which case it is more
important to achieve a very tight mesh than high
resistance with the treatment.
During the execution of the jet- grouting, quality
control will be a matter of keeping the previously
defined parameters within very high tolerances.

As the treatment progresses, it is necessary to
monitor results by means of test borings, taking
samples and analysing them in the laboratory.

Ifthe aim is to waterproof the floor ofthe future

I would like to stress, however, that the importance
of each item depends on thefobjective pursued with
the use of j et-grouting_
Such objectives might be:

* Obtaining a semi-structural slab between two

excavation, the test borings should finish in the upper

third df the treated layer, because otherwise we

would be leaving hollows for water to infiltrate in the
future.

It is also very important to take samples slightly

above the treated level to see how the effectiveness
ofthe treatment decreases.

With regard to the last point, effects on third

parties, I feel that-rather than an aspect of quality
control; this is anegative effect of execution and
should be avoided. As I said at the outset, these
effectsmust be taken into account from the design
phase- and borne in mind during each execution
sequence ofthe works.
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